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Advanced ToF people counting systems with class-leading counting accuracy
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Robust and affordable air quality sensors
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Industrial-grade sensors
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2D infrared LED Time-of-Flight distance sensors, 3D Time-of-Flight depth cameras, and thermal cameras
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                Intelligent sensing for Smart Buildings

                 Terabee is a leader in People Counting devices that help you maximize your building and real estate assets. From people flow counting, to room occupancy, HVAC integration and IoT dashboards, Terabee sensors provide anonymous, accurate data for informed decisions, energy savings and better health.



From the early days of mobile robotics and Industry 4.0, Terabee has been at the forefront of advanced sensing, for greater business value.
                   
                    What's your application?What's your application?
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                         Discrete, compact and easy-to-install people counting hardware, for easy integration into Smart Building solutions, with typical counting accuracy of 98% or better
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                         Affordable, robust sensors to monitor and optimize air quality
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                         Robust, low-cost, industrial-grade 3D cameras, thermal cameras and mobile robots positioning systems
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                         Ready-to-integrate micro thermal cameras, ToF distance sensors and 3D cameras, to create motion, depth and temperature sensing applications
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                   Trusted by the world’s best
  Developing leading-edge sensing solutions for some of the world's largest brands
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                   In their own words...discover Terabee customer stories
                 

              

                            
                                  
                            
                      
            
            
              Reducing energy consumption with an integrated people counting solution


               “It’s a really low cost way to make significant energy savings, which is so important today. It’s also provided us with a way to benchmark our energy performance in a meaningful way.” Laurent Abadie, Project Manager, FIPOI Fondation des Immeubles Pour les Organisations Internationales
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              Occupancy Intelligence – Strategy to drive energy efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions


               “We are able to map different sensor technologies to a site based on the ceiling height and width of entrances to be covered. We found that the Terabee sensors were well suited and we are happy with the support we get from the sales and the technical team." Chandan Chowdhury, CTO, Feedback Solutions Inc.
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              Square Sense drives reduced customer energy consumption and lower costs…


               “We use Terabee people counting solutions with our clients in order to reduce the energy consumption within their portfolio and to optimize the use of their space. We have deployed this kind of solution within our institutional investors’ portfolio and we have managed to solve several problems with them.” Philippe Khoury, Head of Data Asset Management, Square Sense
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                   Intelligent sensing for Smart Buildings
                 

              

                        

                  
                
          
            
              
                 Let’s talk!

                 Have questions, or want help? Complete the form and a Terabee expert will contact you.
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						Terabee has performed years of joint projects with CERN on leading-edge physics for sensor-based solutions and is the first company supported by Innogex, the French Business Incubation Centre of CERN Technologies.    
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						This company has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 850014  
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Husense, a smart building and smart retail solutions provider, selected and incorporated Terabee’s Time-of-Flight (ToF) People Counting L-XL technology into its prize winning solutions.









“The technology appeared to be the perfect fit for our platform and requirements and the team was incredibly enthusiastic and helpful. Their engineers worked extremely hard and very proactively to help integrate its people counting technology with our platform and as a result we have been able to quickly launch our solution within retail and hospitality and the business sector.”











			

		

				Michael de By, Husense’s Managing Director

														

																						

																		

							

						

						
							
								
									 How can we help?
  We speak many languages and love working internationally. Reach out and a business representative will get back to you swiftly.


 										
											
												

											

										

																		

							

						

					

					
						

						

						

					

				

			

		

	

	
		
		
			
				
					
						
					

          
						

						

						

					

				

			

		

	

	
	
